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Two alternative paths to achieve highly-renewable electricity generation in peninsular Spain are investigated in
this paper. Every transition path comprises a description of the installed and decommissioned generation and
storage capacities, from 2017 to 2030, as well as a hypothesis on the evolution of the electricity demand. The
electricity mix for every hour within the transition path is determined through a dispatch algorithm that
prioritízes electricity from renewable energy sources. The simulation is run for 900 different combinations of
time series representing the hourly capacity factors of different technologies, as well as the electricity demand.
This robust approach allows the evaluation of the transition paths based on the statístícal distribution of several
deflned assessment criteria, such as security of supply, C0 2 emissions or renewable share in electricity generation. The feasibility of a Spanish power system with high renewable penetration is investigated not only in a
future reference year but throughout the transition path. In particular, a progressive and simultaneous phase-out
of nuclear and coal power plants in the short-term is proven to be feasible. Furthermore, the results sensitívity is
analyzed including scenarios with a delayed nuclear phase-out, lower hydroelectricity generation due to more
frequent and severe droughts caused by climate change and higher annual increment for the electricity demand.

1. Introduction
Since the energy sector is the main emitter of greenhouse gases, a
profound transformation of the global energy system is mandatory to
mitígate climate change. Avoiding global average temperature to rise
above 2°C requires achieving almost zero carbón emissions from
electricity generation worldwide by 2050 [1]. Several fundamental
questions arise when approaching this problem: What is the best
combination of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) to achieve a fully
renewable electricity mix? How much backup and storage capacities
would be needed to counterbalance RES variability? Which could be the
role of interconnections with other sectors or among adjacent

countries? And, in summary, what is the best strategy to achieve a
timely zero-carbon-emission electricity generation to avoid a catastrophic temperature increment?
Several modeling approaches have been proposed to assess the
feasibility of power systems with high renewable penetration at different regional scales: global [2^1], Europe [5-7], USA [8], Denmark
[9], Australia [10], New Zealand [11], Portugal [12], France [13],
Ireland [14], Germany [15], or the Nordic región [16]. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of those models. We restrict the table
to previous works dealing with highly-renewable power systems, although there are also several papers which analyze how to supply the
whole final energy consumption of a certain región by using only RES

Table 1
Previous works analyzing the feasibility of power systems with high RES penetration in different regions.
Authors

Región

Spatial resolution

Rasmussen et al. [27]
Eriksen et al. [6]
Schlachtberger et al. [7]
Schlachtberger et al. [49]
Brown et al. [50]
Collins et al. [28]
Güs e t a l . [51]
Brancucci et al. [5]
Connolly et al. [52]
Lund and Mathiesen [9]
Krajacic et al. [12]
Elliston et al. [10]
Masón et al. [11]
Olauson et al. [16]
ADEME [13]
Greenpeace [20]
Galbete [21]
Zubi et al. [22]

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Denmark
Portugal
Australia
New Zealand
Nordic Región
France
Spain
Spain
Spain

One no de
One-node- per-country
One-node- per-country
One-node- per-country
One-node- per-country
One-node- per-country
15 regions
One-node- per-country
One no de
One no de
One no de
One no de
One no de
One no de
21 regions
One no de
One no de
One no de

network
network
network
network
network
network

Time series

Scenario where results are simulated

Time-step

Aim

8 (2000-2007)
8 (2000-2007)
1 (2011)
4 (2011-2014)
1 (2011)
30 (1985-2014)
1
1 (2010)
1
1
1 (2006)
1 (2010)
3 (2005-2007)
3

No time reference
No time reference
9 5 % C 0 2 abatement
9 5 % C 0 2 abatement
9 5 % C 0 2 abatement
5 reference scenarios (2030)
No time reference
2025
2050
2030 and 2050
2020
Present (2010)
Present (2005-2007)
Present
2050
2050
No time reference
Present

lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh
30 min
lh
lh
lh
lh
lh

Least-cost solution
Least-cost solution
Least-cost solution
Least-cost solution
Least-cost solution
Scenario comparison
Least-cost solution

1 (2005)
10
2 (2007)

[17-19]. The works included in Table 1 try to achieve one or both of the
following objectives. First, some authors focus on ascertaining that a
certain RES capacities mix is able to supply hourly the inelastic demand
for one or several future reference years. Second, others optimize a
constrained system, that is, they determine the least-cost solution to
attain 100% renewable electricity or a certain C0 2 emissions reduction
target.
The present work focuses on the Spanish power system and investigates not only the feasibility of future highly-renewable scenarios
but also the main challenges throughout the transition period. To do
that, we use a simplified dispatch algorithm to simúlate the hourly
electricity mix for every year between 2017 and 2030. The signiflcance
of analyzing the Spanish case is twofold:
1. Only a few previous works considering the case study of Spain exist
[20-22]. We describe in Section 2 how our approach overcomes
some of their limitations. Moreover, we should remark that the
importance of analyses at the national level relies on the fact that
renewable and local resources show high regional dependence [23],
meaning that optimal RES mixes are likely to differ notably from
one country to another.
2. The low interconnection capacity to the rest of the European synchronous network makes the system quasi-isolated. Henee, challenges arise for lower renewable penetration valúes and alternative
approaches to deal with them can be tested in advance and extrapolated to other regions.
Available literature on the modeling of the Spanish power system is
sparse. Greenpeace has published three different reports on the Spanish
energy transition. In the first one [24], the potential for renewable
energy generation is estimated for every technology, showing that it
will be more than enough to cover electricity demand in 2050. In the
second report [20], the technical feasibility of 100% renewable power
system in 2050 is performed. The analysis is based on one-year time
series obtained by aggregating the generation time series of simulated
power plants installed in several Spanish regions. The capacities mix is
optimized according to different criteria and, in all cases, Concentrated
Solar Power (CSP) hybridized with biomass has a prominent role thanks
to its partial dispatchability. The third report by Greenpeace [18] describes a possible technology mix to supply the final energy consumption using only RES. The thesis by S. Galbete [21] also evaluates the
transition towards 100% renewable electricity generation in Spain. In
this case, instead of using a temporal reference, the ratio between the
potentially generated renewable energy and the annual electricity demand is the parameter varied throughout the transition. The

Scenario comparison
Scenario comparison
Supply-demand check
Supply-demand check
Supply-demand check

Least-cost solution
Supply-demand check
Supply-demand check

methodology followed by S. Galbete to obtain RES time series is also
based on the aggregation of generation of power plants installed in
different regions. Put it simply, S. Galbete has access to historical
generation time series for individual wind and photovoltaic (PV) power
plants. He assumes that those time series represent the wind/solar
generation pattern of the región where they are installed and aggregates the time series for all the individual sites available, weighted
by the power capacity installed in every región, to obtain the hourly
capacity factor time series for Spain. Although time series corresponding to ten years are derived, the analysis is mostly performed
using data from only one year. Thomaidis et al. [25] follow a portfoliobased approach to investígate the distribution of wind and CSP capacities in southern Spain that maximizes the energy harvested through
the year while minimizing the variability of renewable generation
(quantified by means of the standard deviation of the aggregate wind
and CSP capacity factors). Finally, the last two references worth mentioning investígate the best renewable technology mix for different
regions including Spain. Jacobson and his coauthors [19] calcúlate the
optimal energy mix for Spain in 2050 while Breyer and coauthors [26]
optimize the generation capacities mix for the whole Iberian Península
in 2030. The outeomes of our model are compared to theirs in Section
4.1.
As previously mentioned, several authors have analyzed the feasibility of highly-renewable power systems for different regions using as
input time series for one single year [7,9,10], 3years [11,16], 8years
[6,27] or up to 30 years [28]. See Table 1 for a general outlook. The
first significant innovation of this paper is the methodological approach
which involves analyzing the correlation of available historical generation, demand, and hydro inflow time series, as well as combining
and using these time series to simúlate the Spanish power system with
high renewable penetration. The selection strategy applied to obtain
900 time series combinations 1 ensures that year-to-year variability is
retained and avoids that results are influenced by the particular
weather conditions of one year. This also allows the evaluation of the
transition paths using statistical assessments of different criteria such as
security of supply, C0 2 emissions or renewable generation share. Furthermore, among the time series combinations some are particularly
stringent, e.g., severely drought-impacted hydroelectric output in

1
The 900 combinations are obtained by combining 6 hourly capacity factors
for wind (and coal, linked with wind), 5 hourly capacity factor for nuclear, 5
time series for hydro inflow, 3 time series for electricity demand, 2 hourly
capacity factors for photovoltaics, and 1 hourly capacity factor time series for
CSP, cogeneratíon, biomass and small-hydro. They are shown in Table 2 in
Supplementary Materials.

2. Methods

Table 2
List of symbols.
Ñame

Description

Q^y

Cumulative installed capacity of technology t at hour h of year y

£k,genlsto

CFl'y

Generation/pumping capacity, k = CON, PHS, or MIX for
conventional, pure-pumping-store, and mixed hydroelectric power
plants
Capacity factor of technology t at hour h of year y

CRh
Q
Dy

Coverage ratio at hour h
Correlation índex
Demand at hour h of year y

íyy

Demand at hour h of year y normalized using average demand

Dlve
ek

Average demand for year y
Filling level of hydroelectric stores at hour h

ek,max/min

Max/min filling level of hydroelectric stores

jjdüp

Dispatchable energy generated at hour h

giion-diíp

Non dispatchable energy generated at hour h

El<y

Energy generated by technology t at hour h of year y

h
in y

Hour
Hydro inflow at hour h of year y

j
Nch
N¡
y
y*
r]s
pY Z
ÜY

Ensemble of time series
Number of critical hours
Number of years with historical data for technology t
Year, historical
Year, belonging to transition path
Round-cycle hydro storage efficiency
Correlation coefficient for time series Y and Z
Standard deviation for time series Y

winter combined with coincident low PV and wind output. Such demanding scenarios will become more common as climate change increases the probability of occurrence of extreme weather phenomena.
Including them in the analysis is one of the feasibility criteria lacking in
most studies [29].
The second significant novelty of this paper is the fact that, for the
first time, the role of PV has been seriously considered as one of the
central technologies to decarbonize the Spanish electricity system. Most
of the aforementioned works devoted to the analysis of Spain relay
heavily on wind, biomass, and CSP, predicting a small share of PV.
However, since PV has experienced such a dramatic cost decrease in the
last decade, its role in future scenarios has been notably underestimated
in the past [26,30]. In this work, we consider high PV penetration and
present a novel methodology to obtain hourly time series representative
for PV in Spain where no historical data is available for this technology.
Finally, while most of the works in Table 1 focus on evaluating the
possible scenarios at present year [10,11,16], for one (2020 in [12],
2030 in [26]), two (2030 and 2050 in [9]) or up to six reference years
in the future (2050-2055 in [8]), our work expands the modeling to
every year from 2017 to 2030 allowing the analysis of the most significant challenges that will arise throughout the transition.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the methods
description. The methodology to obtain the hourly capacity factors for
various technologies and the hourly electricity demand is described in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The procedure to select the time series that
comprise the 900 combinations used to evalúate the system is shown in
Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provides information regarding hydroelectricity
power plants in Spain and Section 2.5 details the dispatch algorithm to
supply the electricity demand every hour. The last methods subsection,
that is 2.6, includes the description of the assessment criteria. Section 3
provides the description of the two alternative transition paths that
have been investigated. Section 4 includes results and discussion. A
critical appraisal is included in Section 5 where the main limitations of
the model and their implications are discussed. Finally, the conclusions
are highlighted in Section 6.

Fig. 1 shows a general scheme of the methodology used in this
paper. First, the hourly capacity factors 2 for different technologies and
electricity demand are obtained by computing the ratio between the
historical generation time series provided by REE (the Spanish Transmission System Operator, TSO) and the cumulative installed capacity.
Based on the correlation analysis among available time series, some of
them are selected and 900 combinations are assembled. Second, the
characteristics of the transition path under analysis are set. Every
transition path represents a combination of assumptions, including the
installed and decommissioned capacity for every generation and storage technology, as well as a hypothesis on the evolution of the electricity demand. Third, the dispatch algorithm is applied to determine
the hourly electricity mix throughout the analyzed period (2017-2030).
This step is repeated 900 times using the different time series combinations. Finally, the evaluation of every transition path is performed
based on the statistical distributions of the assessment criteria (security
of supply, C0 2 emissions, RES share of electricity production, etc.). The
model is implemented in Python which is an open-source interpreted
programing language. On a standard 2014-desktop PC, the simulation
of a transition path (2017-2030) with a time step of 1 h and including
900 time series combinations takes about 14 h.
2.1. Hourly capacity factors for different technologies
The hourly capacity factors of each technology vary from year to
year. Wind and solar generation time series are determined by local
weather, hydroelectric output depends on rainfall patterns, nuclear
available capacity is modified by scheduled maintenance outages as
well as unscheduled shutdowns, etc. Rather than artificially producing
hourly capacity factors for every technology, our approach is based on
obtaining those time series from actual historical data. 3 This information is provided by REE [31].
For every technology t and historical year y, the hourly capacity
factor CF\f for every hour h is calculated by dividing the electricity
generated by that technology É¡f, by the cumulative installed capacity
in that hour C\f.

REE provides the cumulative installed capacities on December 31st
of every year. The installation and decommissioning of new power
plants are assumed to occur linearly throughout the year. Thus, the
capacity at hour h is estimated as
—
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where C$60 represents the cumulative installed capacity at the end of
year y. This method is used to calcúlate hourly capacity factors for
several historical years and technologies (nuclear, coal, small hydroelectric, CSP, wind, and cogeneration 4 ). For PV, due to the lack of
historical data, hourly capacity factors are obtained following a different approach described in Section 2.2.
An important assumption in this work is that, for the case of large
hydroelectric, gas, and biomass the máximum capacity factor assumed
2
We define hourly capacity factor, for every hour in a year, as the hourly
time series comprising the ratio between the energy produced by a certain
technology in that hour and the energy that would have been produced operating at the rated power, Le., the installed capacity.
3
The authors are willing to share all the time series used across this paper to
anyone w h o wishes to replícate the results of this study.
4
Cogeneration represents the electricity produced in the industry by using a
heat engine or power station to genérate electricity and useful heat at the same
time. It is also known as Combined Heat and Power (CHP).
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Fig. 1. General scheme of the methodology. (1) Historical time series are obtained and the correlation among time series is used to select up to 900 representative
combinations. (2) The transition path including hypotheses on capacities and demand evolution is set. (3) An algorithm dispatches electricity from different sources
to supply the hourly demand for every year. (4) Step 3 is repeated 900 times and the transition path is evaluated through the statistical distributíon of the assessment
criteria.
for every hour is 1.
C¡f 4¡ 1,

for £ £ [large hydro, gas, biomass]

(3)

For the sake of conciseness, the additional assumptions made when
processing the data provided by REE to obtain the hourly capacity
factors are described in the Supplementary Materials.
Regarding hourly capacity factors for wind energy, it must be remarked here that the current modeling approach (in which capacity
factors derived from historical generation time series are used to simúlate future performance) is extremely conservative. As the technology develops and enhanced power curves for wind turbines are
obtained, a signiflcant increment in wind capacity factors is predicted
[32]. The expected gain will be even more pronounced if part of the
future wind capacity is installed offshore.
REE provides time-resolved demand time series D(¡, that are normalized here using the average hourly demand in the year D¡¡ve
D

DI
(4)

The historical demand time series have been shifted the necessary
days so that all of them starts on Monday and the weekly consumption
pattern is retained.
Finally, the hydroelectric inflow inl, Le., the amount of water, expressed in energy units, that due to rainfall is stored in reservoirs, is
reported by REE with monthly resolution. It has been assumed that the
hydroelectric inflow is evenly produced such that a constant valué is
considered for every hour within the same month. Fig. 2 depicts some
of the time series corresponding to 2014.
2.2. Hourly capacity factors for photovoltaics
The method described in the previous section is not suitable to
obtain PV hourly capacity factors. The reason is that REE reports the
total electricity production with solar origin, Le., without splitting apart
that produced in CSP power plants and that based on PV. Consequently,
the aggregate solar hourly capacity factor cannot be used to represent
PV generation in Spain since valúes different from zero are observed at
night (due to the dispatchability of part of the CSP installed capacity).
Furthermore, in as much as PV is key in the transition paths under
analysis, a proper calculation of hourly capacity factors for this technology is needed.
Our approach consists in using solar radiation measurements at
ground stations and a simulation software to estímate PV hourly capacity factors that are representative for peninsular Spain. Besides solar
irradiance, ambient temperature, system conflguration (orientation,
inclination, stationary or tracking), and efüciencies of the inverter and
voltage conversión impact on the generated electricity. Moreover, the
number of PV plants considered and their locations could also affect the

hourly time series and their variability.
In this case, 35 representative PV installations located across peninsular Spain are considered. Their locations are shown in Fig. 3. For
every representative installation, and for every year within the period
2010-2015, the hourly-resolved Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) is
obtained from the corresponding ground station within the SIAR network. SIAR is the acronym, in Spanish, of the Acro-climatic Information
System for Irrigation, which belongs to the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Food and Environment [33]. Based on the GHI
and the ambient temperature, the hourly capacity factors are obtained
by means of SISIFO, the online, free-software, simulator for grid-connected PV systems developed by the Technical University of Madrid
[34,35]. The solar conversión process can be summarized as follows.
First, the clearness Índex is computed and GHI is decomposed in direct
and diffuse irradiance on the horizontal plañe. Second, direct, diffuse,
and albedo irradiances on a tilted surface are calculated. Third, the PV
module temperature and its impact on the conversión efñciency are
estimated. Fourth, the wiring losses, inverter efñciency, and voltage
conversión efñciency are included and data from the 35 locations are
aggregated to obtain hourly capacity factors representative for Spain.
Finally, the resulting time series is corrected in such a way that the
annual capacity factor for every year matches the actual historical
ñgure for that particular year. Details on the correction procedure are
provided in the Supplementary Materials. For every location, static, fíat
silicon PV panels with optimum inclination and orientation, together
with standard components for the rest of the system, are assumed.
Fig. 4 depicts the average and dispersión of the annual capacity
factors calculated for the different locations. We could have made alternative hypotheses such as different locations for the PV plants or a
non-uniform capacity distributíon assuming, for instance, that PV
plants are likely installed in places with high irradiance. However, we
believe that this coarse mesh is sufñcient to obtain a proper representation of the global PV generation in Spain.
2.3. Selection of representative time series combinations
Using the methodology described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, several
hourly capacity factors 5 are obtained for some of the generation technologies as well as hourly tíme series for electricity demand and hydroelectric inflow. The annually integrated valúes for every hourly
capacity factors and inflow time series are shown in Fig. 5. The number
of different combinations that could be generated using the available
time series (65-25) would lead to unbearable computational time.

6 hourly capacity factors tíme series are available for nuclear, coal, wind,
and photovoltaics; 6 tíme series for electricity demand; 25 tíme series for hydro
inflow and 1 hourly capacity factor tíme series for CSP, cogeneration, biomass,
and small-hydro are also available.
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Fig. 2. Hourly capacity factors CF¡; for nuclear, coal, wind, and photovoltaics (PV) obtained by dividing the power delivered at every hour of the year 2014 by the
cumulatíve installed capacity. Country-aggregate normalized electricity demand f>l and hydroelectric inflow tíme series inf¡ are also shown for the same year.
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Fig. 5. Annual capacity factors for different technologies. Normalized valúes
(relative to average) are shown. The right y-axis indicates the annual hydro
inflow, also in relative valúes. Black and blue dots represent tíme series obtained by processing historical data from REE. Red circles indícate those time
series that have been selected through the correlation analysis and used to
créate the 900 tíme series combinations. The demand tíme series are not included in this figure since all of them have been normalized so that the average
valué is one. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web versión of this artícle.)
technology, the Pearson's correlation coefflcient pYZ
and Z is calculated as

for two years Y

Locatíons

Fig. 4. Annual capacity factors for the assumed PV power plants locatíons
(shown in Fig. 3).
Henee, only some of the time series (indicated with red circles in Fig. 5)
are selected to créate a total of 900 combinations used in the simulations. The historical years corresponding to the selected hourly capacity
factors for every technology are indicated in the Supplementary
Materials.
To select among the available time series, the criteria are to select
flrstly the most representative year (the most correlated with the
available years), and then to include those years that show the lower
correlation with the one already selected. To this end, a correlation
analysis is carried out for every technology separately. For every

PY.Z

cov(y, z)
(5)

aYaz

where Cov is the covariance and oy and az the standard deviation of
time series for the years Y and Z For instance, Fig. 6 depiets the correlation matrix for nuclear, that is pYZ for all the years in which historical data is available for this technology. This technology can be used
to ¡Ilústrate the procedure. First, the correlation coefflcients in the
matrix are summed along the vertical (summing along the horizontal
would be equivalent since the matrix is symmetric), and the year Y¡ of
the column with the largest sum is selected.
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i

This ensures that the hourly capacity factor most similar to the remaining 5 time series, te., the most representative, is selected. For
nuclear, this corresponds to Y1 = 2012. Second, we chose the hourly
capacity factor for the year Y2 with the lowest correlation with the first
selected year, te., the year most different to the one already selected,
and henee, the one adding largest variability.
'PYi.K1

min{lp FlJ l)

(8)

For nuclear this corresponds to Y2 = 2011. The correlation Índex C2
is calculated as the absolute valué of the Pearson's correlation coefficient between Y¡ and Y2, for the case of nuclear 2012 and 2011.
C

(9)

2 = IPy L y 2 l

Third, we chose the hourly capacity factor for the year Y3 most
different to the first and second selections, which, in this case, corresponds to 2010.
'PK.YJ + 1PY2.YJ

min
i

['ftiJ1 + Ift-jj

(10)

Correlation Índex C3 is calculated as the average of the absolute
valúes of the correlation coefficients of Y¡ with Y1 and Y2.
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Fig. 7 . For every technology, the correlation Índices C¡, as defined in the text,
are shown.
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This process is repeated until all the available time series are sorted
according to their selection priority.
Fig. 7 depiets the correlation Índices (Q, C2, C3 ...) for different
technologies. Significant insights can be derived from that figure.
Firstly, year-to-year variability for PV hourly capacity factors is much
lower than that of wind time series. Secondly, the high correlation of
electricity demand time series is intuitive since aggregate demand is
heavily influenced by daily and weekly patterns. Thirdly, it may seem
counter-intuitive the low correlation of nuclear hourly capacity factors
since the nuclear output is thought to be constant throughout the year.
However, the planned stops to recharge uranium in the power plants, as
well as unexpected shutdowns, introduce sudden changes (in the order
of hundreds of megawatts per minute) in the nuclear time series. The
possible correlation between time series of different technologies has
also been carefully analyzed. The global correlation matrix including all
the technologies is provided in the Supplementary Materials. The only
correlation that can be clearly appreciated is the strong negative correlation between coal and wind time series. This is a direct consequence

of the historical role that coal has played as a backup technology for
time periods with low wind generation. Consequently, the time series of
coal has been linked to that of wind, meaning that when combining
time series, hourly capacity factors derived from the same historical
year for coal and wind are included in each combination.
Based on the correlation analysis, a higher number of time series is
selected for those technologies showing larger year-to-year variability.
To include significant variability and keep computation time feasibly,
900 time series combinations are created. It is found that the normalized standard deviation of the results is stable when using such a large
number of simulations. Furthermore, the selection procedure is found
to be better than an alternative methodology, such as randomly combining time series from different technologies. More information is
provided in the Supplementary Materials. It should be noted here that,
among the time series combinations, some of them are particularly
stringent. For instance, one of the combinations includes wind, nuclear,
PV, and inflow time series whose relative annually integrated valúes are
respectively 92%, 96%, 95%, and 76% of the historical average valúes
(see Fig. 5). This represents a very demanding scenario due to the coincidence of weather characteristics that simultaneously reduce output
from every RES. Although this may not be realistic for todays weather,
it could be useful to represent future scenarios in which, as a result of
climate change, extreme weather events are likely to oceur.
An additional remark regarding hydro inflow time series is also
worth to be made. The year with the lowest annual hydro inflow shown
in Fig. 5 corresponds to 2005 when annual inflow was only 60% of 25years average. When applying the previously described method, hydro
inflow time series corresponding to 2005 does not get selected to become part of some of the 900 combinations. The analyses of the transition paths described in Section 4 were repeated including 2005 hydro
inflow time series with negligible differences in the results. When
carefully analyzing the historical hydro-inflow time series it is observed
that those corresponding to other years, such as 2007, are more challenging. The reason is that, although annual hydro inflow is lower for
2005, the year 2007 includes the longest succession of dry months (with
very low hydro inflow) limiting the hydroelectricity generation during
those months. A figure comparing hydro inflow time series in 2005 and
2007 is provided in the Supplementary Materials.

2.4. Hydroelectric power plants and reservoirs
Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the hydroelectric power
plants in peninsular Spain in 2016. They are assumed to remain constant throughout the transition paths analyzed in Section 4. Three kinds
of hydroelectric power plants are considered. The adjective conventional is used for those power plants connected to irreversible storage.
They use a dam to store river water in a reservoir and reléase it to
genérate electricity. The pure-pumped-storage power plants (PHS) store
energy by pumping water uphill to a reservoir at a higher altitude from
a second reservoir at a lower elevation. The mixed-storage power plants
are usually installed between two consecutive reservoirs at different
altitude with river inflow. In principie, the operation of mixed-storage
power plants depends on the season. In dry seasons, low river inflow is

Table 3
Storage, generation, and pump capacities for the different kinds of hydroelectric power plants in peninsular Spain in 2016.

Conventíonal hydroelectric power plants (irreversible
storage)
Mixed-storage hydroelectric power plants
(conventíonal + pumped storage)
Pumped-storage hydroelectric power plants
Small hydroelectric power plants
TOTAL

Generation capacity
(MW)

Pump capacity
(MW)

Storage capacity
(GWh)

Minimum fllling
level emin

„max

12,700

0

16,500

30%e (20%f)

78%e

2200b

2200b

2000d

30%e (20%f)

78%e

3300a
2100a
20,300a

3500a

73d

0%e

100%

5700

18,500

Máximum fllling level,

c

" Total, small-hydro, and pump capacities are annually reported by REE [31].
The aggregate capacity for mixed hydroelectric power plants is reported in [21].
c
The total storage capacity for all the reservoirs in Spain (18,500 GWh) is included in the monthly report by REE [31].
d
The capacity of reservoirs associated with pumped storage and mixed hydroelectric power plants is reported in [21]. For reservoirs associated with mixed
hydroelectric power plants, the reference indicates that storage capacity is 6 2 3 4 h m 3 which, using the conversión factor 0.33GWh/hm 3 , is equivalent to approximately 2000 GWh.
e
The minimum and máximum fllling level of the different reservoirs is chosen to reproduce the historical minimum valúes which are monthly reported by REE
[31]. The minimum fllling level for conventíonal and mixed hydroelectric power plants follows a concave down curve that reproduces historical minimum valúes for
the past 25 years (30% for dry months and higher valúes for wet months). Other authors assume a constant minimum fllling level of 30% for the whole year [5].
f
In the case that, for a certain hour, available generation is lower than demand, the minimum fllling level is reduced to 20% (only for that particular hour).
b

fllling the reservoirs and they work as pure-pumped-storage power
plants. In wet seasons, they opérate as conventíonal power plants.
2.5. Dispatch algorithm to determine the hourly electricity mix
The country-aggregate electricity demand must be supplied using
the available sources which are dispatched in a given merit order. The
following steps are completed for every hour h, corresponding to a
future year y* and assuming the time series combination j . They are
summarized in Fig. 8.

fjt.y* .
•V
=CF¡;>Cht.y"

The variables accounting for the fllling levéis of hydro reservoirs
(conventíonal e£0N and mixed e ^ K ) are updated. To do this, the
hydro inflow in¿ is split between them (proportionally to their
nominal capacities). If the máximum fllling level for any of the
„MIX,max
) is exceeded, the overflow is
hydro reservoirs (e1CON,mea
spilled without producing any electricity.

e£0N < ec

s. t.
1. The electricity demand Df¡ is estimated by using the valué in h oí
the normalized demand time series D¿ included in the combination
j and the annual average demand D^ for the year y*, which, in
turn, depends on the hypothesis made for the evolution of the
electricity demand in the transition path under analysis.
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Likewise, the máximum electricity E\f that can be generated by
every technology t is calculated by multiplying the valué in h oí the
capacity factor CF¡¡¡ included in the combination j and the cumulative installed capacity of that technology C¡f , which, in turn,
depends on the transition path under analysis.
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Nuclear energy E¡¡"clear-y ¡ s u s e d to flll the electricity demand D[ .
The remaining electricity demand continúes to be fllled with coal
energy E^aly".
The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with small hydro
my
energy.
Esma¡i-hydro,y* a n d c o g e n e r a t í o n E^ ' '
The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with CSP energy
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©

Hourly aggregate demand ¡s calculated. Hydro-electric producible is
split between mixed and conventíonal reservoirs
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Aggregate demand is filled with biomass

It is stored. First in
reservoirs associated
to puré pumped hydroelectric. Second, in
those associated to
mixed hydro-electric.

Aggregate demand is filled with gas

Fig. 8. Scheme of the main steps followed by the dispatch algorithm to determine the hourly electricity mix.

6. The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with photovoltaic
solar energy Epv,y .
7. If the potential PV generation is higher than the remaining electricity demand, the excess of energy may be stored. The máximum
energy that can be stored is determined by the least of the following
valúes: (a) pump capacity of mixed cMIX-st0 and pure-pumped-reservoirs cPHS'st° hydroelectric power plants, and (b) difference between máximum storage capacities of those reservoirs and their
current filling levéis. If some energy is stored, the filling levéis of
the reservoirs are updated (Eqs. (19) and (21)). Two caveats need
to be mentioned here. In the first place, the criterion to ful the
reservoirs prioritizes the pure-pump ones. Henee, no water is stored
in mixed reservoirs until pure-pump reservoirs have reached their
máximum capacity. If every reservoir is at its máximum allowed
level, PV energy is curtailed.
EPHS,Sto

=

m i

„{

e x c e s s

EPVt

CPHS,S,Ot

g

PHS.max

~

„PHS-¡
e
ft-ll

(16)

following valúes: (a) generation capacity of conventional hydroelectric installations cC0N-gen, and (b) the difference between the
filling level of conventional reservoirs e¡f0N and the mínimum valué
allowed for them eC0N-min.
ECON,gen

e

h+l

S. t.

-

=

min{CCON

,gen ^ gCON _ gCON.mmj

CON.gen
— i\
CON <
eCON,min <
e¡.
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The total hydroelectric energy that can be produced every hour is
calculated as
phydro _ pPHS,gen

, pMIX,gen

,

pCON,gen

(24)

10. The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with biomass energy
T?biomass,y*
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11. The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with energy from gas
combined-eyele power plants E^as,y .

e0MLX\

ft-l 1

(17)
In the second place, when temporary exchanging energy by, first,
pumping water and, then, using the water potential energy to spin a
turbine, the efficieney of the process is lower than 1. For peninsular-Spain hydroelectric storage system, an average round-eyele
efficieney of r¡s = 70% has been considered. 6
8. The remaining demand continúes to be fllled with wind energy
^vnnd.y*

Step number 7 is repeated and excess of wind energy is
stored or curtailed.
9. If needed, the remaining demand continúes to be fllled with hydro
energy E%ydm,y . This step comprises three sub-steps:
Pure-pump reservoirs are the first to be drained. In this way, they
will be ready to store energy in the subsequent hours. The máximum energy that can be generated EPHS,sen is the least of the following valúes: (a) generation capacity of pure-pumped-storage
hydroelectric installations cms-gm, and (b) difference between the
filling level of puré pump reservoirs ePHS and the mínimum valué
allowed for them ePHS-min.
EPHS,sen

e

h+l

=

min[CPHS,gent

gPHS

_

gPfG, m mj

PHS.gen
'h
PHS
< e¡ft+1 < pPHS,max

•
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The second sub-step consists in making use of mixed hydroelectric
power plants. The máximum energy that can be produced E^IX,gen
is the least of the following valúes: (a) generating capacity of mixed
hydroelectric installations, and (b) the difference between the
filling level of mixed reservoirs e ^ K and the mínimum valué allowed for them eMIX-min.
EMIX,gen

=

„MIX
h+l -
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Finally, the energy from conventional hydroelectric power plants
that can be produced E¡¡0N,sm is estimated as the least of the

The efficieney valué assumed for the pump-generation hydroelectric eyele
(70%) was estimated based on historical data for the pumped and generated
energy provided by REE. This valué coincides with the figure mentioned in
related regulation [36] as well as in previous works [21]. Other authors assumed an efficieney of 75% for the pump-generation eyele [5].

If the gas cumulative installed capacity is not enough to supply the
remaining demand, an additional electricity generation from hydro is
allowed by imposing that the mínimum filling level of reservoirs is
gCow.mm = Q.2 (only for this particular hour). In practice, this implies
saving a certain water volume (henee, energy) to deal with hours in
which demand is very cióse to the available generation. The remaining
requirements previously stated for hydro generation, such as the limit
imposed by cumulative installed generating capacity, are also considered here.
If for any of the hours within the period 2017-2030 and under any
of the different 900 time series combinations assumed, the E^as is insufflcient to cover the remaining demand the transition path is automatically discarded. Finally, once the electricity generation mix has
been determined and the reservoirs levéis are updated, the algorithm is
run again to sol ve hour h + 1.
The initial filling levéis for the three kinds of hydro reservoirs are
assumed to be 0.3 for the first hour of 2017. This hypothesis does not
influence the final results as the generation capacity is largely overdimensioned in the initial year and no critical situations are confronted.
For the subsequent years, the filling levéis of the reservoirs at the first
hour in a year are calculated as the median valué of the reservoirs
filling levéis for the last hour of the previous year (calculated for the
900 time series combinations).
sí-" = m e d i a n í a 1 )

(25)

2.6. Definition of assessment entena
This section includes the definition of the different criteria that are
used to assess the feasibility and characteristics of every transition path.
The coverage ratio (defined as the ratio between the installed dispatchable capacity and the peak demand) has been usually employed to
assess the security of supply of a power system. While this criterion may
be appropriate for power systems based on dispatchable generation, it
provides little information for the case of highly-renewable systems. We
propose an alternative procedure to evalúate the security of supply of
such systems. To that end, flrstly, we define the hourly coverage ratio
CRh, which is estimated, for every hour, as the ratio between the total
energy that could potentially be generated and the aggregate electricity
demand D¡,. The energy that could be generated is calculated by adding
the energy from non-dispatchable sources E™n~dlsp and the máximum
energy that dispatchable technologies can produce E¡¡'sp. The former is
determined by the hourly capacity factors of non-dispatchable technologies while the latter is limited by the cumulative installed

capacities of dispatchable technologies (and, in the case of hydroelectric, by the filling levéis of the different reservoirs). A critical hour
is defined as that with a coverage ratio below 1.2. For every transition
path, the distribution of hourly coverage ratios throughout the path, as
well as the evolution of the total number of critical hours Nch in every
year is plotted (see Figs. 12 and 14). Moreover, as previously mentioned, if one hour shows a coverage ratio below one the transition path
is considered unfeasible and automatically discarded.
jjnuclear
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Secondly, the carbón dioxide emissions associated with the electricity generation every year is estimated using the emission factors
gathered in Table 4. For most of the technologies, the assumed emission
factors (in units of grC0 2 /kWh) correspond to Life Cycle Assessments,
te., they include emissions throughout the fabrication, transportation,
installation, and decommissioning of the power plant [37].
Thirdly, the percentage of the electricity demand covered by RES
every hour is calculated. Fourthly, the aggregate wind and PV energy
that must be curtailed when it cannot be stored since hydro reservoirs
are at their máximum levéis is also reported. For the sake of clarity, the
aggregate curtailed wind and PV energy is expressed as a percentage of
the total energy that could have been generated by those sources (assuming unlimited storage). Finally, the analysis of biomass and gas
generation is also important in as much as they will mainly opérate as
backup technologies, meaning that their operating hours may be significantly reduced from todays valúes. Currently, the installed capacity
for combined-cycle gas power plants in Spain is 24.9 GW. This capacity
is known to be highly overdimensioned since the average annual capacity factor for this technology in the period 2010-2015 has been
11.1%. The máximum hourly energy generated by gas power plants in
every year is investigated in every transition path. Furthermore, the
evolution of the annual capacity factors for gas and biomass power
plants throughout the transition paths are also reported.
2.7. Cross-validation of the model
In order to valídate the methodology as well as the dispatching algorithm proposed in this work, we carry out an exercise of cross-validation. The time series combinations described in Section 2.3 are employed to simúlate the year 2016 (whose data were not used to produce
any of the time series combinations) and the results are compared to
Table 4
C0 2 emissions associated with electricity generated by different
technologies. For coal, biomass, cogeneration, and gas power plants
the figures have been derived from historical data [31]. For the rest
of technologies, the figures were obtained through Life Cycle Assessment [37,53].

2016
Simulations

Historical

Fig. 9. Contributions of the different technologies to the annual electricity mix
in 2016. (left) Valúes predicted from simulations including 900 time series
combinations. (right) Historical data provided by REE. For 2016, REE does not
provide the energy produced by small hydroelectric power plants but only the
aggregate valué together with large hydroelectric power plants. It has been
assumed that the share of small-hydro annual electricity generation is the same
as in 2014 (last year when disaggregated information is provided).
historical valúes. We note here that the simulation does not aim to
reproduce current operation of the electricity system but rather a possible future operation. However, since the merit order included in the
dispatching algorithm roughly resembles what happens in reality (e.g.,
electricity from coal and nuclear is produced when the capacity is
available due to its low market bids), annual integrated valúes are expected to agree to some extent.
Fig. 9 depicts the simulated and historical electricity mix for 2016.
Percentage figures for most of the technologies are very similar. For
hydroelectricity, the historical valué is significantly higher than the
simulated one. This can be explained by the fact that the historical total
hydro inflow for the year 2016 was 15% higher than the average for the
previous 20 years (and also 15% higher than the 5 hydroelectric inflow
time series included in the 900 simulated combinations, see Fig. 5).
Consequently, the share of electricity covered by gas power plants resulted to be higher in simulations than in reality.
The evolution of the filling levéis of reservoirs associated with
conventional hydroelectric power plants in the simulations can be
analyzed by observing Fig. 10. The dispatch algorithm imposes that,
while the filling levéis of the mixed and conventional reservoirs are
higher than 30%, hydroelectric energy is prioritized over biomass and
gas with the objective of minimizing C0 2 emissions. In order to represent the time evolution of water reservoirs throughout the year, the
mínimum filling level allowed follows a concave down shape in spring
and summer. In winter and autumn, the mínimum allowed valué is
returned to 30%. In 2016, the historical time evolution of the reservoirs
associated with conventional hydroelectric power plants was at every
moment higher than the median of the 900 simulated combinations.
The reasons for that are twofold. First, as previously mentioned, the
actual annual hydro inflow was significantly higher than the average
valué for the inflow time series included within the 900 simulated
combinations. Second, the algorithm maximizes the use of hydroelectric energy which does not represent the actual use of hydroelectric
power plants but rather an ideal use when the mínimum C0 2 emissions
condition is sought.

grC02/kWh
Coal
Gas (combined cycle)
Biomass
Cogeneration
Nuclear
Small-hydro/Hydroelectric
Wind
Photovoltaics, PV
Concentrated Solar Power, CSP

950
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4
12
20
22
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Hour

5000

Fig. 10. Filling level of reservoirs associated with conventional hydroelectric
power plants in 2016. The simulations based on 900 time series combinations
(percentiles shown by different blue shades) can be compared with the actual
historical evolution (red line). (For interpretatíon of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web versión of this artícle.)

Transition path A

Table 5
Shutdown schedule assumed for nuclear power plants in transition paths A and
B. The fourth column represents the shutdown schedule for transition path A2
where a delayed nuclear shutdown is considered. The details for transition path
A2 can be seen in Supplementary Materials.
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Fig. 11. Cumulative installed capacities for different technologies (on the 31st
of December) of every year in transition path A and B.
3. Transition paths under analysis
This section includes the description of two alternative paths investigated to signiflcantly reduce the C0 2 emissions from the electricity
generation in peninsular Spain by 2030. On the one hand, transition
path A is characterized by low cumulative installed capacity of biomass
power plants. It relies mostly on realistic but ambitious deployments of
wind and PV capacities. On the other hand, transition path B increases
the cumulative installed capacity of dispatchable RES (biomass power
plants) and includes more modest valúes for the cumulative installed
capacities of non-dispatchable RES (wind and PV).

3.1. Transition path A
In the transition path A, it is assumed that thanks to efflciency and
saving policies, the electricity demand increment is contained so it increases only by 0.5%/year. In the case that efflciency increment and
savings caused demand to stagnate, the excess of electricity could be
used to electrify other sectors such as transportation or domestic
heating and cooling, enabling a straightforward strategy for their decarbonization. The hypotheses on the installed and decommissioned
capacities for every technology are summarized in Fig. 11. Every year,
4GW of PV are installed until a cumulative capacity of 56 GW is
reached. For wind power plants, an annual installation rate of 2 GW is
maintained until the cumulative capacity equals 48.8 GW. For the three
initial years, 0.5GW/year of biomass are installed until the total cumulative capacity reaches 2.2 GW. For the sake of simplicity, when we
indícate that a certain capacity is installed in a year, we are assuming
that the total cumulative capacity of that technology increases by that
amount, that is, the fraction of the previously installed capacity that
reaches the end of its lifetime in every year, or the reduction in power
due to, for instance, PV plants degradation caused by aging, is assumed
to be replaced. Hydroelectric power plants, either small or large scale,
and their associated reservoirs are assumed to remain constant at the
valúes of 2016 (see Table 3). For nuclear power plants, it is assumed
that their current operation licenses are not renewed. 7 Henee, the
phase-out will take place as their licenses expire, 8 the last one in 2024

7

Nuclear licenses in Spain are valid for 10-year periods. They are granted by
the Government and require the agreement of the national Nuclear Security
Council. All the nuclear plants currently in operation in Spain will reach their
40-years operation life in less than 10 years, meaning that, if new 10-years licenses are granted, they would require operation life extensions.
8
An alternative transition path A2 including a delayed nuclear shutdown is
analyzed in the Supplementary Materials.

Nuclear power
plant

Capacity (MW)

Shutdown (paths A
and B)

Shutdown (path
A2)

Almaraz I
Almaraz II
Vandellós II
Aseó I
Co frentes
Aseó II
Trillo

1049.4
1044.5
1087.1
1032.5
1092.0
1027.2
1066.0

2020
2020
2020
2021
2021
2021
2024

2023
2024
2028
2024
2025
2026
2028

Table 6
Shutdown schedule assumed for coal power plants in transition paths A and 1
Coal power plants

Capacity (MW)

Shutdown

Power plants that initially opted for limited
lifetime derogation
Remaining power plants

4300

2023

5232

2025

(see Table 5). A fraction of the currently installed coal power plants are
assumed to cease their activities in 2023 while the rest are shut down in
2025 (see Table 6). We elabórate below on these hypotheses.
Regarding the demand evolution, the 0.5% annual increment assumed here may seem low since other authors include rates up to 2%/
year. However, it should be remarked that a large demand increment is
not imperative to enhance social welfare. For instance, the EUCO30
scenarios analyzed by the European Commission (in which the EU
commitments in terms of emissions, renewables, and efflciency are met
through the most cost-effective manner) include an evolution of the
electricity demand in Spain of - 0 . 5 % / y e a r within 2010-2020 and
- 0 . 3 % / y e a r within 2020-2030. For the whole EU, the EUCO30 scenario includes an electricity demand increment of 0.1%/year
throughout both decades [38].
We believe that the annual installation rates for wind and PV are
certainly viable and the cumulative capacities lie below the estimated
potentials in both cases. Since the construction times for wind and PV
power plants are estimated between 6 months and 2 years, considering
the current costs of both technologies, and once the necessary regulatory stability is ensured, the assumed installation rates could be
achieved. To justify this statement, the Germán experience can be illustrative. In the last decade, the average PV installation rate in
Germany has been higher than 4GW/year. In fact, in 2010, 2011, and
2012 the rates were above 7GW/year. Consequently, at the end of
2016, the cumulative PV capacity in that country reached 41.2 GW
[39].
For those technologies whose impaets on the local environment
could be more signifleant, their developments have been severely limited in transition path A. Biomass máximum cumulative installed capacity is 2.2 GW while no additional capacity, apart from that currently
installed in 2016, is assumed for small or large hydroelectric power
plants.
Since January, l s t 2016, European coal power plants are forced to
meet the emissions limit valúes established by Directive 2010/75/EU
on industrial emissions. Initially, some of the Spanish coal power plants,
accounting in total for 4300 MW, opted for the limited lifetime derogation [40,41]. These power plants are exempt from respecting the
emission limit valúes but can opérate only during a reduced number of
hours and they must cease their activities before December, 31st 2023.
In both transition paths, it has been assumed that the 4300 MW coal
capacity that initially opted for limited lifetime derogation is shut down
on that date and the remaining coal capacity is closed by the end of

2025.
3.2. Transition path B
Transition path B shares most of the hypotheses of transition path A:
the progressive phase-out of nuclear and coal is identical, the hydroelectric capacities are also assumed to remain constant, and the time
evolution of demand is based on an increment of 0.5%/year (representing the combined effect of efficiency and saving policies together with possible electrification of other sectors). The only difference
for transition path B consists in a reduced installation of non-dispatchable RES capacities (wind and PV) counterbalanced by a higher
cumulative installed capacity for dispatchable RES. Biomass is envisaged as the main source of dispatchable renewable capacity.
Geothermal could also complement it although its potential in peninsular Spain is significantly lower. The detailed figures are as follow. PV
is installed at 3 GW/year until the cumulative capacity reaches 43 GW;
wind is installed at 1 GW/year until the cumulative capacity reaches
35.8 GW; and biomass is installed at 0.5 GW/year for the nine initial
years up to 5.2 GW of cumulative capacity.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Transition path A
Fig. 12 depicts the time evolution of the main criteria that are used
to evalúate transition path A. The distribution of probability of hourly
Coverage Ratio (ratio of energy that can be potentially produced to
demand as defined in Eq. (28)), is shown in Fig. 12a. This information is
processed to obtain Fig. 12b, where it can be observed how the number
of critical hours (those whose coverage ratio is lower than 1.2) is below
700 for every year under analysis. The C0 2 emissions caused by electricity generation is cut down from 60 million tons at present to less
than 26 million tons in 2030 (Fig. 12c). Consequently, the carbón intensity decreases from 239 grC02/kWh at the beginning to 94 grC0 2 /
kWh at the end of the path. C0 2 emissions in 2016 accounted for
242grC02/kWh [31]. The renewable share of the total generation
doubles from 38% in 2017 to 79% in 2030 (Fig. 12d). But also, as the
renewable generation increases, the need for curtailment becomes more
significant reaching 13% of the total RES generation in 2030 (Fig. 12e).
A detailed analysis of the performance of pure-pumped-reservoir
hydroelectric power plants reveáis that for most of the hours when PV
and wind are curtailed, pumping power was at its máximum capacity
preventing any additional energy storage. Several projects to increase
pumping capacity are currently under analysis in peninsular Spain [21]
that could reduce the renewable curtailment in transition path A.
The distribution of the máximum instantaneous gas power used
every year is shown in Fig. 12f. In 2023, when the nuclear and coal
phase-out is cióse to ending, this distribution concentrates in the cumulative installed gas capacity that has been kept constant throughout
the transition (at 2016 valué). Henee, under the assumed hypotheses,
all the gas power plants that are currently installed will be necessary to
back up RES generation throughout transition path A. Furthermore, as
depicted in Fig. 12g, they will be operated with annual capacity factors
around 20%. Finally, Fig. 12h shows the evolution of annual capacity
factor for biomass power plants. The necessary amount of biomass fuel
can be estimated from this figure. However, the analysis on how to
produce this biomass in a sustainable manner is out of the scope of this
work.
Fig. 13 depicts the electricity mix in 2030 if transition path A is
followed. The shares of C0 2 emitted by different technologies are also
shown. Half of the emissions are caused by cogeneration and RES. The
use of fuels with lower emissions in the former will reduce the total
amount of C0 2 emissions estimated for 2030. In addition, the emission
factors assumed for RES (which are based on their Life Cycle Assessment, see Table 4) also has a direct impact in total C0 2 emissions.

Before concluding the analysis of this transition path, it is worth
mentioning that the configuration of the cumulative installed capacities
in 2030 is similar, to some extent, to that proposed by Breyer et al. [26].
These authors determine, for several regions across the world, the leastcost capacities mix that allows 100% renewable supply of primary energy demand in 2030. For the Iberian península, Le., they analyze Spain
and Portugal as a whole, the optimum configuration comprises, among
others, 41.9 GW of wind capacity and 120.6 GW of PV capacity, which,
in turn, includes 59.4 GW in rooftop installations together with 61 and
55.1 GW in utility-scale power plants, static or tracking respectively.
The work by Breyer and coauthors agrees in highlighting that wind and
PV are the most cost-effective pillars where the transition towards a low
C0 2 emissions power system in Spain must be supported. The optimum
capacity of PV proposed by them is significantly larger than the figures
assumed here since their model aims to supply primary energy demand
while we restrict the model to electricity demand.
PV and wind are also the main sources of energy in the optimum
system determined by Jacobson et al. [19] for the year 2050. These
authors propose the electrification of other sectors (heating/cooling,
industry, and transportation) as the best strategy to achieve a fully
renewable supply for final energy demand. In the optimum scenario
that Jacobson and coauthors determine for Spain, the final energy
needed in 2050 is generated by 35.7% wind (25.7% onshore and 10%
offshore), 43.3% PV (20% in rooftops and 20.3% ground installations),
11% CSP, and 8.6% hydroelectric power plants.
4.2. Transition path B
The global analysis of transition path B can be performed observing
Fig. 14. The evolution of the number of critical hours is similar to that
of transition path A. In both cases, critical hours maximize in the years
following the shutdown of nuclear and coal power plants. The evolution
of renewable share in total electricity is similar too, but transition path
B reaches a slightly lower figure in 2030 (76%). Curtailed renewable
energy is noticeably different between both transition paths. While this
figure reaches 26.9 TWh in 2030 for path A, it gets reduced to 7.5 TWh
in path B. This result is intuitive as the latter includes a higher amount
of dispatchable RES capacity. The abatement of C0 2 emissions for path
B is less pronounced than for path A. The median C0 2 emissions in 2030
for transition path B is 36 million tonnes. For this assessment criteria, a
wide dispersión is found during the initial years for both paths. The
reason is that as long as coal power plants remain in operation, their
different performance in the 900 time series combination has an enormous impact on the total C0 2 emissions. Under the hypotheses of
transition path B, the gas capacity already installed in 2016 becomes
also necessary at some point in the path. Gas and biomass annual capacity factors remain below 30% and 70% respectively throughout the
transition path.
Fig. 15 depicts the pie charts for electricity generation and C0 2
emissions in 2030 if transition path B is followed. As expected, the
share of electricity with biomass origin, and consequently the associated C0 2 emissions are higher than in transition path A.
One fundamental question arises from this transition path: what
would be the environmental impact of the biomass electricity? or in
other words, can we produce the biomass required to opérate the installed capacity in a sustainable manner? The detailed analysis of these
questions is out of the scope of this work so we limit ourselves to some
preliminary evaluation. Taking into consideration that the annual capacity factor of biomass power plants is expected to be lower than 70%
for every year within the transition path B (see Fig. 14h) and that cumulative capacity maximizes at 5.2 GW, the annual electricity generated burning biomass will be roughly 32 TWh. This figure is far below
the máximum biomass potential estimated for peninsular Spain by
other authors: 65.2 TWh in [21], 71.6 TWh in [42] and 141.5 TWh in
[24].
Before concluding the analysis of transition path B, it is worth
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Technologies responsible for the main emissions of C02 in 2030 in transition
path A.
mentioning that the assumption regarding dispatchable renewable cumulative installed capacity, Le., biomass, is similar to those in [21]
where the two alternative scenarios considered include 8.3 GW and
11.8 GW of biomass capacity.
4.3. Impact of a delayed nuclear phase-out (Transition path A.2)
To investígate the impact of delaying the nuclear phase-out, a
slightly modified transition path is simulated. All the assumptions, except those around the nuclear phase-out, are the same as in transition
path A. For the nuclear phase-out, it is assumed that every nuclear
power plant gets its operating license extended until it reaches a total
operating life of 40 years.
There are three significant impacts derived from this decisión. In the
first place, the C0 2 emissions are reduced (as described in the next
subsection). In the second place, a noticeable increment of the curtailed
renewable energy is predicted, which is particularly noticeable for the
years where the nuclear shutdown is delayed (2023-2025). In the third
place, the available gas capacity is heavily underused before 2026. The
median of the máximum instantaneous power of gas used every year
decreases, particularly around 2023. However, once the nuclear phaseout is completed, the 25 GW of currently installed gas capacity are
again needed and median annual capacity factor increases to 15%. The
figure including the evolution of the assessment criteria for transition
path A2 is provided in the Supplementary Materials.
4.4. C02 emissions for different transition paths
Fig. 16 depicts the C0 2 emissions including historical valúes as well
as those predicted through the simulations (percentile 50 is shown for
transition paths A, B, and A2). Both transition paths, A and B, show a
similar time evolution but, in 2030, emissions in path B are higher due
to the higher share of biomass. The difference between emissions in
2030 is determined by the C0 2 emission factor assumed for biomass
(Table 4). If we compare now emissions for paths A and its alternative
versión A2 (where operation life for nuclear power plants is extended),
C0 2 emissions in 2030 are the same. This result was expected since the
capacities mix for both paths in the final year is exactly the same.
However, for some years in the investigated period, path A2 shows
lower emissions. The emissions difference integrated through the entire
period accounts for 67 million tons C02. Two additional remarks are
needed to contextualize this result. First, the dispatch order imposed by
the algorithm (Section 2.5) implies that, if nuclear is not present, the
first technology to be used is coal (we should remind here that the
reduction in coal-based electricity generation is imposed by the phaseout schedule included in every transition path). If a different dispatch
order were applied, the accumulated emission difference between path
A and A2 would be reduced. Second, the extensión of nuclear power
plants operation life included in path A2 requires that, during several
years, gas power plants do no genérate almost any electricity although
they are again needed at the end of the path.

One of the most significant impacts of climate change in peninsular
Spain is the occurrence of more frequent or severe drought conditions.
Henee, the hydroelectric output is one of the most sensitive parameters
when modeling future energy scenarios. In fact, as a result of climate
change, the average hydroelectric inflow in peninsular Spain is predicted to decrease by 8% in the period 2011-2040 [43]. Transition path
A, B, and A2 were rerun assuming a reduction of 8% in the hydro inflow
time series corresponding to each of the 900 combinations. Results
showed that the transition paths are also valid under the more severe
conditions, Le., demand can be supplied by available energy at every
hour.
4.6. Impact of higher electricity demand increment
Transition paths A, B, and A2 assumed a constant electricity demand
increment of 0.5%/year. We do not want to impose the condition that
demand from the electricity sector will unavoidably increase but rather
include some margin for the electrification of other sectors as a
straightforward strategy to decarbonize them. In 2030, transportation
(through electric vehicles), domestic heat/cooling demand (through
heat pumps), and, to a lesser extent, industrial demand could be electrified. For instance, it can be assumed that, as a result of efficieney and
saving policies, the annual electricity demand stagnates at 2016-valué
(250 TWh). Then, the 0.5%/year increment rate, which translates into
an accumulated 6.7% increment in 2030, represents 16.7 TWh of excess
electricity that can be used in other sectors. This is roughly equivalent
to the annual consumption of 5.5 millions of electric vehicles, which
represent 24% of the total current individual vehicles fleet in Spain. If
the additional electricity is used to supply residential heat demand,
assuming a Coefficient of Performance (COP) of 3.65 for heat pumps,
75% of the demand of this sector in 2015 could be supplied. The
electrification of the transportation and heating sectors implies nonnegligible variation on the hourly demand curve [44] but this analysis
is out of the scope of the present work.
Finally, it is also worth investigating the scenarios where the rate of
increase of electricity demand is higher than 0.5%/year, either because
efficieney policies do not work or because other sectors are electrified at
a higher rate. If 1%/year rate of for demand increment is assumed,
transition path B fulfills the condition of supplying demand at every
hour for the whole period and under any of the 900 time series combination simulated. For transition path A, this condition is also fulfilled
when the rate of increase is 0.7%/year. If this rate is 1%/year, there are
some hours (in only a few of the time series combinations) in which
available generation is lower than demand. This can be addressed by
importing electricity from adjacent countries (remember that our model
considers peninsular Spain as electrically isolated), applying demandside control strategies or interrupting the supply of large electricity
consumers. Moreover, when we carefully analyzed transition path A
with 1%/year demand increment, we realized that, in hours where
demand is higher than generation, the hydroelectric conventional
power plants are not operating at their máximum level because the
corresponding reservoirs are cióse to the mínimum allowed filling level.
Henee, we investígate an alternative strategy consisting in increasing
the mínimum filling level for hydro reservoirs in non-critical hours to
35% (see Table 3). In this way, the stored water that can only be used in
critical hours (this can be calculated as (0.35-0.20) multiplied by the
conventional hydroelectric reservoirs storage capacity) is significantly
increased, ensuring security of supply for every hour within the transition path. The drawback of this strategy could be the possible increment of spilled water since now the probability of the reservoirs to
surpass the máximum filling level is higher. When we repeat the simulations for transition path A assuming 0.35 as mínimum filling lever
for hydro reservoirs in non-critical hours we find this effect to be
negligible, while the supply criterion is matched for every hour in the
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5. Critical appraisal
The present work has some signiflcant limitations that are worth
mentioning. In the flrst place, the implemented dispatch algorithm
solves the electricity mix to supply aggregate electricity demand in
peninsular Spain. In essence, the "copper píate" approach that is followed neglects any possible limitation due to congestión in the transmission and distribution networks.
In the second place, it has not been analyzed how the power system
ability to recover from perturbations evolves since the system inertia is
reduced as the shares of wind and PV increase throughout the transition
paths. This is an active research área nowadays, for instance, new
generatíon PV inverters include both fast-response to perturbations and
inertia emulation capabilities. The installation of synchronous compensators in the transmission grid is also a common strategy to deal
with situations with high renewable generatíon shares [45,46]. As a
preliminary analysis, Fig. 17 shows the distribution probability of
synchronous generatíon power for every hour in transition path A. The
lower limit of 5 GW of synchronous generatíon for the initial years can
be considered an acceptable figure for addressing perturbation episodes. At the end of the period, in 2030, a strong decrease of synchronous generatíon is observed and should have been addressed
through the implementation of the aforementioned strategies.
In the third place, the feasibility of peninsular Spanish power system
has been evaluated considering it an isolated system, te., ignoring the
interconnection capacities to adjacent countries and Balearic Island.
Although including these interconnections, mainly with France, could
facilítate the system operation, our work also shows that increasing the
interconnection capacity is not indispensable to achieve high renewable
penetration in peninsular Spain. Demand-side control is also a useful
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35

40

Fig. 17. Distribution probability of synchronous generatíon power for every
hour. Several years included in transition path A are shown. Technologies included in synchronous generatíon are nuclear, coal, gas, biomass, CSP, cogeneration, hydro, and small-hydro.
tool to cope with critical situations that has not been included in this
work. The interconnection of the power system with other sectors such
as transportation or heating and cooling is not included either.
Finally, the cost estimation for the investigated transition paths is
lacking. Nevertheless, there are several previous works, referenced
throughout this text, that showed how power systems with high-renewable penetration can achieve a total cost similar to current figures,
even when taking into consideration the additional infrastructures or
auxiliary services required to make the system operation safe. In particular, the cost of the optimum electricity mix determined by Galbete
et al. [47] for peninsular Spain is lower than todays. The job creation
associated with every transition path is not calculated either. However,
there is signiflcant evidence on the fact that substituting fossil fuelbased generatíon by RES-generation implies net job creation [48].
6. Conclusions
A model to simúlate the hourly electricity supply in peninsular
Spain has been implemented where a simple dispatch algorithm that
prioritizes renewables is used to configure the hourly electricity mix. A
proposed methodology to select time series from available historical
data based on their correlation is used to obtain the 900 time series
combinations employed in the simulations.
The progressive and simultaneous phase-out of coal and nuclear
power plants in Spain within the next decade has been proven to be
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Fig. 16. Historical and median valúes predicted for transition paths A, B and A2: (a) C0 2 emissions caused by electricity generatíon. (b) Electricity generatíon carbón
intensity (gr CCVkWh).

compatible with a transition towards a highly-renewable electricity
system. Two alternative transition paths were investigated. Path A assumes higher rates and cumulative installed capacities for non-dispatchable renewables (wind and PV) while keeping the cumulative
capacity of dispatchable renewables (biomass) low. Path B restrains the
wind and PV installed capacities and raises the cumulative capacity for
biomass power plants. In both transition paths, security of supply is
ensured for every hour within the period 2017-2030 and for any of the
900 different time series combinations. The evolution of C0 2 emissions
and renewable generation share is similar in both cases. C0 2 emissions
decline from 60 million tons in 2017 to 26 million tons (path A) and 36
million tones (path B) in 2030. Renewable generation share boosts from
38% to 79% (path A) and 76% (path B) in the same period. As expected,
the curtailed renewable energy is lower for the transition path with
higher dispatchable renewable capacity. For the investigated period
(2017-2030), the currently installed capacity of gas power plants
would opérate with an annual capacity factor of approximately 20% but
a capacity factor of 100% would be necessary at some hours to secure
supply. Additional analyses proved the robustness of the transition
paths under a higher increase in demand (up to 1% yearly) and more
severe drought conditions and provided the impacts of delaying the
nuclear phase-out.
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